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In video analysis and public surveillance, information from multiple modalities are used to jointly 

determine the identity of a person. We propose a correlation-based multimodal person recognition 

framework that is relatively simple but can efficaciously learn supervised information in multimodal 

data fusion and resist noise.
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Conclusion

Future Work

• Take more different types of noise into 

consideration.

• Try to combine attention mechanism with 

correlation learning.

• Adapt this framework to similar tasks which 

take multi-modal input and rely on labels.

• Uni-modal methods do not fully 

utilize multimodal information.

• Correlation based methods leave

the extraction of multimodal 

input’s relationship with identity 

information to downstream tasks.

• Multimodal methods does not

consider real world noise.

Zero noise mel-spectrum 
And its derivatives

The proposed objective not only make the framework acquire more sufficient guidance to supervised target in 

training but improve its robustness to noise.. too. Thus the framework effectually solves the challenges about 

combining multimodal data and resisting different types of noise. 

Challenges

Learning objectives

• Proposed objective merge multimodal 

data and learn discriminative 

embeddings more effectively.

• By maximizing the HGR maximal 

correlation between labels and input, 

the embedding robustness under 

noise is improved.

• Learn person’s identity while merging 

multimodal data for person recognition.

• Hold robustness to noise.

After adding noise

Zero noise input image After adding noise

• In training stage, visual feature f(ximg) and audio feature g(xaud) are 

extracted by ResNet18. 

• Embedding z is generated by concatenation; Meanwhile, the identity is 

converted to an one-hot vector and then mapped to feature h(y) by a fully 

connecting layer. 

• In the end, framework is jointly optimized by three loss functions.

• During validation and test, only ximg and xaud are taken by the framework

Cross entropy loss

Correlation loss

Brief introduction
• Analyze correlation among visual and 

audio input and identities.

Contributions

Training model

• Cross entropy loss:  basic classification. 

• Center loss : separates different identities in 

embedding space.

• Correlation loss        : 

• An adoption of HGR maximal correlation which holds 

good theoretical interpretation.

• Effective merge multimodal data.

• Robustness to noise: lead to larger inter-class margin and 

less falsely classified points. 

Toy example: 
Classification results on MNIST

• Ours methods lead to large improvement in accuracy. 

• Ours methods effectively reduces the accuracy loss on noisy

data.

• It is proved that these improvement are contributed by our 

application of correlation analysis. 

Ablation study

Performance comparision
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